
Assignment #1 Part B: Slow Looking and Scale 
 
Objective: In this assignment, you will continue to further develop the subject 
matter you worked with in Part A. For Part B, you will shoot on medium format 
(120) black and white film, process film, scan on the Imacon scanner, and make 
a large digital mural as well as an 8.5x11” final digital small print. Slow down your 
manner of working, look closely, and better understand scale by working with 
both very small and very large prints.  
 
Demonstrations Provided (check weekly schedule for dates): 
Medium format camera + loading 120 film 
Film Processing 
Flatbed Scanning/Contact Sheets 
Imacon Scanning (film) 
Digital retouching and tonal adjustments (review) 
 
Provided under lab fee: 
1 roll 100 ISO 120 B&W film (16 exposures with this camera) 
1 120 negative sleeves 
5 sheets 8.5x11 premium inkjet paper for final small print 
10 sheets 8.5x11 Inkjet lustre testing paper for contact sheets and digital testing 
1 max 40x60 lustre inkjet print  
 
Research 
Consider the course readings, weekly Image Frameworks discussions, and the 
feedback you received at the Assignment #1 Part A critique to make adjustments 
as necessary.  
 
Methodology: 

1. Book the medium format camera and the studio through Paul MacDonald. 
Assume that you will have to re-shoot at least once. Set up and re-test your 
shooting for the best image from Assignment #1 Part A with a DSLR to confirm 
your results. Do not shoot multiple poses or set-ups. Only photograph one 
single studio set up on the film – not multiple angles and/or variations. 

 
REALLY SLOW DOWN the process when making your exposures, especially on 
your “Normal Exposures”. Use the 16 exposures to do the following: 
 

Exposure # 1 Normal exposure 
Exposure # 2 Normal exposure 
Exposure # 3 N+1 
Exposure # 4 N+1 
Exposure # 5 N+2 
Exposure # 6 N+2 
Exposure # 7 Normal exposure 
Exposure # 8 Normal exposure 
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Exposure # 9 N-1 
Exposure # 10 N-1 
Exposure # 11 N-2 
Exposure # 12 N-2 
Exposure # 13 Normal exposure 
Exposure # 14 * 
Exposure # 15 * 

 
* Use these as “Normal” exposures in the studio, OR use them for Image 
Frameworks #7 on film. 
 

2. Attend the film processing demonstration and then process your film. Make 
sure your negatives are completely, 100% dry before you sleeve them in the 
negatives sleeves that Paul will provide.  
 

3. Scan your negatives on the flatbed scanner in Room 406 and make digital 
contact sheets. 

 
4. In Room 406, scan your best negative in high resolution using the Imacon 

scanner. Retouch the dust and make tonal adjustments. You will use this final 
file to make: a large mural print, small print, and a medium res digital image for 
reference. 

 
5. Make one final print on 8.5x11” premium paper using the self-service printers 

in Room 406. Consider the size of the white border and placement of the 
image on the paper. 
 

6. In Room 406, test extensively to scale using smaller sized but same type of 
paper as mural print on the self-serve printers.  Send your final large file to 
Paul for mural sized output (maximum size 40” x 60”).  

 
Submit: 
- Printed digital contact sheets  
- Final digital small print (8.5x11” max) 
- Final digital image from negative (8.5x11” max, 300 dpi, grayscale, JPEG). 
- Digital print mural max 40”x60” 
 
Evaluation: 
You will be evaluated on having content & being prepared for each of the 
process deadlines; printed contact sheet; proof/test prints for large print; Final 
work (adjustments from Part A, camera work, print quality, concept and creativity, 
technical considerations, ambition).  


